Hello! My feeling is different from the past after becoming a chairman. I am not only working hard on my studies, but I also feel pressure from my new job. I am extremely tried. But in this difficult environment, I have found something important. I realize the great power and encouragement. I am always greeted when I walk on the street, or along corridors, as well as on the internet. I would like to thank my classmates, students, friends, teachers, family members and God. They give me extra-support. Thank you very much.

Although I have been the chairman for a short period, I have learned the management of time and jobs, the way to conduct myself, the ways to reduce pressure and how to use new resources. It is very useful to me for maturing. I believe that SU not only provide service, but also teaches many important skills. Moreover, we shall try our best to serve you in future.

The Chairman of SU
Chan Wui Po

<< About us >>

1st roll  Vice-chairman of Promotion Section: Ng Cho Ki (6S), Chairman of General Affairs Section: Chan Wing Hong (6S), Vice-chairman of General Affairs Section: Lau Wai Lok (6S), Vice-chairman of Entertainment Section: Wong Chak Man (6S), Chairman of Entertainment Section: Law Kit Ning (6S)

2nd roll  Chairman of Promotion Section: Tang Hiu Chong (6A), Vice-chairman of Welfare Section: Law Ching Chi (6S), Chairman of Welfare Section: Chiu Wai Mui (6A)

3rd roll  Secretary: Tse Hiu Wa (6S), Chairman: Chan Wui Po (6S), Vice-chairman: Tin Wai Sum, Treasurer: Chan Man Kong

Web site: http://www.ccckyc.edu.hk/su/

<< Sport Day >>

SU Chairman Chan Wui Po gave the closing speech at its last in sport day. Additionally, he joined the 4X100 relay team competition with SU Vice-chairman Tin Wai Sum, the Treasurer Chan Man Kong and 5A’s Chairman Ko Man Kit. Against many power teams, their team had a good result and finally they got the third position. Congratulations!!
<< Welfare Department >>

I think that a condition of becoming a SU member should be that the person is prepared to put the time in to be of service to schoolmates.

I have already been a SU member for two months. Almost every day involves SU work after school. Sometimes, I really feel exhausted.

Arranging a store discount was our first job after accession. We strived for two weeks; we found 100 stores willing to give our students discounts.

Before, we were passive but now we have changed to taking the initiative. We have found some difficulties but we hope that we can do our best, gaining more experience all the time. We won’t make the school teachers despair.

Chairman: Chiu Wai Mui

<< Entertainment Department >>

From the election of SU to winning the election, all of us got a trying and unforgettable experience. I am delighted to be a chief executive of the Entertainment Department. We threw a Halloween Party with the English Club last October. Even though the preparation of the activity was rushed, the activities went on successfully. I would especially like to thank the Entertainment Department members, SU members and members of the English Club for their efforts.

Chairman: Law Kit Ning

<< General Affairs Section >>

After a long period, all the works have developed basic proposals. Boards’ and ball games’ equipment have already had a nice base. Although we are still having many problems in administration and individual duty, it will be solved in the future. On the other hand, the sport days’ photo printing service will be finished. All the jobs will be finished too.

Chairman: Chan Wing Hong

<< Volunteers work >>

The Yung Long volunteers took part in a visit to Mui Men International Primary School on the 25th October, 2003 with Shung Tak Catholic English College SU’s members.

On that day, we played the games with the students who came from different countries then thought them to do handicrafts. We also drew a big picture at the end of the visiting.

We felt they were kind and active. Although we came from different countries, we played the games so we could break though the language and racial boundaries, having a joyful evening.

Chairman: Chiu Wai Mui

<< Promotion Section >>

The workload of promotion department is heavier than other departments in the SU. I am responsible for producing the website of the SU and writing the promotional draft for the P.A. system. Although my workload is very heavy, the vice chairman assists me in handling my work. My job’s burden can be shared.

Apart from the promotional work, my department also runs many activities for the students. One of our activities is “Designing the logo of the Student Union”. Three winners were chosen. The champion is Yu Man Ki (5A), the first runner-up is Wong Ho Wai (5A), and the second runner-up is Fund Ming Chu (6A). Congratulations to above schoolmates on their awards. We appreciate Miss Chu Wai Ling and Mr. Lee Siu Fai holding the post of judges in this competition.

Chairman: Tang Hiu Chong